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The West | Ken Burns | PBS
A nine-part series chronicling the turbulent history of one of the most extraordinary landscapes on earth. Beginning when the land belonged only to Native Americans and ending in the 20th century

The Augusta Chronicle: Local News, Politics & Sports in

Indian Child Welfare Act (ICWA) - Child Welfare
The Indian Child Welfare Act (ICWA) of 1978 is a Federal law that governs the removal and out-of-home placement of American Indian children. The law was enacted after the Federal Government recognized that American Indian children were being removed from their homes and communities at a much higher rate than non-Native children.

Jussie Smollett testifies at his trial: 'There was no hoax
Dec 06, 2021 · Citrus County Chronicle Nov 24, 2021 e-edition (1) Study: Fox viewers more likely to believe COVID falsehoods (1) Citrus County Chronicle Nov 20, 2021 e-edition (1) New hurdle for COVID-19 home testing -- the holiday season (1) CR parade 2.jpg (1) Native American confirmed as head of National Park Service (1)

Shooting victim says he was pointing his gun at

Thanksgiving (United States) - Wikipedia
Thanksgiving is a federal holiday in the United States, celebrated on the fourth Thursday of November. It is sometimes called American Thanksgiving (outside the United States) to distinguish it from the Canadian holiday of the same name and related celebrations in other regions. It originated as a day of thanksgiving and harvest festival, with the theme of the holiday revolving around giving

History of Mumbai - Wikipedia
Human habitation of Mumbai/Bombay existed since the Stone Age, the Kolis and Aagri (a Marathi fishing community) were the earliest known settlers of the islands. The Maurya Empire gained control of the islands during the 3rd
century BCE and transformed it into a centre of Hindu-Buddhist culture and religion. Later, between the 2nd century BCE and 9th century CE, the islands came under the

native american testimony a chronicle
During the sentencing hearing, prosecutors relied on trial testimony to estimate Hidalgo's drug ring "and maybe it was a message." Native Americans more likely to be incarcerated Nationwide, the

native american man serving 'de facto life sentence' for drug dealing. 'why must i die in prison?'
PHOENIX (AP) — The Shadow Wolves unit, Homeland Security’s only Native American specialized tracking according to 2019 testimony given to Congress by the tribe’s former chairman.

native american tracking unit in arizona could be expanding
Efforts to draw new political maps in New Mexico began in earnest Monday as a Democrat-led Legislature convened a special legislative session on redistricting. States must redraw their congressional

democrat-led new mexico delves into political redistricting
Access these resources as a member - it's free! The House Select Committee on the Climate Crisis hears testimony from Pilar Thomas, attorney for the Pascua Yaqui Tribe of Arizona. She spoke about

video clip: native american tribal authority and renewable energy development
According to Canuc’s testimony, which was translated from Yucatecan Maya to a “chicken of this land”—it being native to Mesoamerica] in between his legs.”¹ The boy, a fourteen-year-old Maya named

centering animals in latin american history
Henderson King Yoakum, family man, adventurer, military officer, statesman and author of a classic treatise on Texas history, will be remembered at his gravesite in Huntsville’s Oakwood Cemetery on

dr. robin montgomery: huntsville srt group to honor henderson king yoakum tuesday
Several Native American tribes and the state of Montana separately administer bison hunts outside of Yellowstone National Park.

deal reached to reduce yellowstone's bison herd by 600-900
A Washington Post investigation gathered dozens of videos, photos and witness testimony to piece together The Houston native went on: ‘My prayers go out to the families and all those impacted

at least seven of the 10 dead astroworld victims were clustered in the same enclosed small area
Lawrence County Prosecutor Don Trotter said Wednesday he had "no doubt" in his own mind that the killer of Cynthia Smith — a California native whose body was found Aug. 7, 1988 in the Dry Valley

murder charge against former rochester resident larry timmons dropped
Vasquez read Littlemoon's manuscript and Littlemoon watched Vasquez's "Testimony to wake people up in the country and reconsider Native American realities, perhaps, as much as a film can

36th annual american indian film festival in s.f.
“The school board meetings often go for seven or eight hours, well into the evening,” says jill Tucker, who writes about education for the San Francisco Chronicle. She says the problem with

a new twist on the school board wars
According to a recent report in the Houston Chronicle it appears that an innocent man was likely was convicted of murdering Pedro Gomez during a 1984 robbery largely on the testimony of a single

teenager wrongfully executed in texas, says paper
The Michigan Senate report was developed through 28 hours of committee testimony from about 90 people Gibbs, a Michigan native from Lansing, was nominated last year by Trump to serve as

donald trump, pushing election claims, says, 'michigan needs a new legislature'
He’s also served as a broker connecting narcotics with American defense attorneys. Bagley, an expert on Colombia’s criminal underworld, had provided testimony in support of Hernandez
court filings: maduro ally met with us prior to arrest
Omicron may surface in Bay Area within weeks or days, experts say,” by the SF Chronicle’s Kellie Hwang partner Sunny Balwani in tearful testimony Monday, part of her attempt to refute

the dwindling (but powerful) class of 2012
The philanthropic contributions are tiny compared with the $122 billion in American Rescue Plan Act and nearly one quarter of them are not native English speakers. The nonprofit worked to

donations improve how kids learn amid ongoing covid concerns
"American Christmas Stories" (Library of America McBride, a Milwaukee native and incisive film historian and critic, finds new insights into the life and movies of Wilder, combining analysis

45 new books for holiday gifts in 2021, from a giannis biography to murder mysteries
The Shadow Wolves unit, Homeland Security’s only Native American specialized tracking team, is ready for a change after nearly 50 years of patrolling the Arizona desert. Bills that seek to strengthen

native american tracking unit in arizona could be expanding
Several Native American tribes and the state of Montana separately administer bison hunts outside of Yellowstone National Park. Hearst Television participates in various affiliate marketing

deal reached to reduce yellowstone's bison herd by 600-900
The program, reported by the Bozeman Daily Chronicle, is an effort to prevent according to park officials. Several Native American tribes and the state of Montana separately administer bison

deal reached to reduce yellowstone's bison herd by 600-900
The city also moved to rebrand Columbus Day as Indigenous People’s Day, get rid of a monument that some say glorifies the conquest of Native Americans In a San Francisco Chronicle op-ed published

playground to dump anti-chinese politician’s name
Its libretto is by an Iraqi American from Michigan, Heather Raffo Christian Ellis is entitled to his own experience, his own testimony, his own memories. His own interpretation. Plus, he was there

new york chronicle
A Washington Post investigation gathered dozens of videos, photos and witness testimony to piece together The Houston native went on: 'My prayers go out to the families and all those impacted

travis scott is seen hanging with michael jordan, mark wahlberg on socal golf course
He has conducted radio programmes, has been print media columnist, editorial director of the magazine BAQ’TUN and columnist of the magazine CHRONICLE testimony before the Inter-American

previous chairpersons of the permanent forum
The Israeli native earned his doctorate from the National University “Moving to Boston College, a leading American university with a first-rate History Department and a distinguished Irish Studies

guy beiner named sullivan chair in irish studies
In other days Texas was the American Lethe It is a great country by itself; a State in its greatness, in its native majesty unifying the best of the country. The road that winds over

on the road to texas.; gen. merritt’s expedition its object order and tranquility to be restored the work to be accomplished.
Oren, 54, is a New Jersey native who moved of 2006 by the San Francisco Chronicle. Revealing the vital Jewish involvement during a transformative time in American history, “All Other Nights

forward 50, 2009
I write strictly in my capacity as a private citizen, drawing my facts from my own observations, and from the testimony of others whom I and I received the oral and written statements of

the blight of asia
An African-American woman who took over the helm of public hearings before making
transmission upgrades, the Houston Chronicle reports. Republican Rep. Ed Thompson filed a bill that would

**eagle drama, electoral college, t-shirt cannon crime: news from around our 50 states**
So reads the day’s entry in the logbook that the Morristown, New Jersey, public library has set up to chronicle the disturbances or assertions that Native American sweat-lodge practices

**bench memos**
Nevada casinos equal record revenue streak,

**freedom rock, vest saves k-9, obama-fauci: news from around our 50 states**
Naayem, the author of this work, and an eyewitness of most of the horrible scenes of massacre herein described, has requested me to write an introduction to this English version of his book for the

residents asked to avoid area by Montana fire, and more